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Fund Drive 
To Be 
Launched 
By CAROLYN FLOYD 
Staff Reporter 
Coastal Carolina College with 
the assistance of a professional 
fund raising firm will soon 
launch a campaign to raise 51 
million to equip the Wheelright 
Auditorium. 
The Coastal Education, the 
Horry County Higher Education 
Committee. and the administra-
tive officials of Coastal will meet 
March 19 to interview three 
firms and to decide which one 
will be selected to raise funds. 
According to Col. William 
Baxley. director of development 
services. "Officials will want to 
give careful consideration to thIS 
vitally important decision of 
great importance to Coastal 
Carolina College." 
The exact amount to be raised 
has not definitely been set, but 
it is in the neighborhood of 51 
million. The money will be used 
to equip the Wheelwright 
Auditorium and for endowment 
scholarships. 
The three firms under consid-
eration are: C. W. Shaver and 
Company. New York; Brakely 
John Price Jones. Inc., New 
York: and Bowman Associates 
of Virginia. 
On November 15. Mrs. 1. 
Maude Kimbel donated 51 
million for the Wheelwright 
Auditorium. It is named for 
Mrs. Kimbel's family. 
The generous donation made 
by Mrs. Kimbel will cover the 
construction cost. The addition-
al money will equip the 
auditorium. 
The auditorium will be for the 
use of Coastal Carolina stu-
dents. faculty, and the commun-
ity. One of the stipUlations of 
Mrs. Kimbel was the shared use 
by the community of the 
auditorium. According to Col. 
Baxley, Mrs. Kimbel believes 
that the community should be 
able to utilize the resources at 
Coastal. 
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Some loyal fans eye a Chanticleer buebaJI lame. fPho';' - D~ug Smith] 
Faculty Senate 
Banquet To Be April 13 
By MARY JEAN BAXLEY 
New. EdItor 
The awards banquet will be 
held April 13 at the Landmark 
Motel at Myrtle Beach accord-
ing to Scott Johnson. director 
learning resources in repoT!ing 
to the Senate faculty ' meeting 
March 2. 
Nominations are now being 
accepted for the George C. 
Rogers Award and the Faculty 
students want more awards to 
be given out regardless of what 
campus their degree will come 
from. 
Durrell was told that only the 
major degrees that are given at 
Coastal will qualify for the 
award consideration. 
In other action, the faculty 
vpted and approved the English 
department's request that 
theatre 140 be added as a 
Award for General Excellence. requirement for an English 
According to Johnson, nomina- degree. 
tions are to be sent to Dr. Robert Three items were discussed at 
Squatriglia. dean of student length but had to be either 
development. Squatriglia's tabled or sent back to committee 
committee will make the final for additional study. 
decisions. and JohnSon says One item that ran into trouble 
that Squatriglia will be the only was a request that a min( r in 
person to 'know the identity of English be given in cooperation 
the award winners until they are with education -department. 
announced at the banquet. Pat Rogers, science chairper-
Dr. John Durrell. English son stated. "the science division 
department chairperson, ques- goes on record as opposing it 
tioned whether more awards (the request) because it denies 
could be given in other areas. our student the same benefi 
Durell pointed out the fact that as other students. .. It was 
learned that in order for .a 
science major to qualify as a 
double maior it would require 
five years of college. 
Another item running into 
difficulty was a request that six 
hours of sophomore English be 
added as a requirement for a 
degree from Coastal (making 
English requirements 12 hours 
or more). This proposal wa sent 
back to academic affairs commi-
tee. 
Another request that Wa9 
tabled was a propo al by the 
grounds committee that the be 
given power to monitor or space 
allocation of building . It was 
pointed out by Rogers that the 
terms monitoring and space 
allocation were too vague in the 
pre ent propo a1. Dr. Richard 
Peter on then agreed for the 
ground committee to work 
further on clarifying the word-
ing. 
The general facult me ring 
will be at 12:30, April 13. 
March9197 
B C OL C.FLOYD 
taff Reporter 
Congressman John . Jen-
rette, D-S.C. will be commence-
ment peaker at Goa tal Caroli-
na on Ma ,at 3:30 p.m. 
accordlDg to commencement 
committee official . 
erved a 
pr ident at a d r M Ttl 
Coastal To Implement 'Mayme ter---. 
By EDDIE BLIZZARD . . , 
Staff Reporter HumamtIes: Enghsh. May instructor a well a other MTWTHF. In tructor: Robert Title: Cont mp rar Moral 
Coastal has recently added the IS-June 2. CourstTitle: Seminar student ~i11 read and comment Robinson. I ue. CredIt _ 3 Cour e 
revolutionary 'Maymester' to its in Creative Writing. Credit: 3 on the work submitted. A Cour e De cription: Philoso- umber: PHIL 211. eetm 
curriculum. Various divisions at Cour e Number: E GL. 462. minimum offour short storie or phical and theological e erci e Time: 6:00-9'00 PM MTWTHF. 
Coastal Carolina will be offering Meeting time: 9:00-12:00 creative essay of from 1.500 to in appreciation of the Good 
cour es from May 2 through MTWTHF. Instructor: Milius. 3 000 word will be required. anticipation of ultimat fulfi.l-
June 2. This additional month of Course Description: The un- Engli h. May IS-June 2. ment. and awarenes of mo - I sue 
course work is referred to as the dergraduate or graduate who i Cour e Title: How To Overcome ment towards per onal whole-
Maymester. The following is already a writer of clear. Self-Control: Stu die in Spontos- nes. Students are not requrred 
information about courses that forceful English prose will have neity and Jo '. Credits: 3 Cours t , ha e self-control in rder to 
will be offered during the the opportunity to wnte hort umber: PHIL 399 or RELG 
Ma'mester. ..torie and creative e a 's; the 399. Meeting Time: 9:00-12:00 
• t , ••• , t • • 
p'age 2'· 'The ·~tie.eer · 'l1i~;, M~h -9~ 'tt78 ' '. I If ' I ... To The Editor 
Squatriglia:'s Position, Is Clarified ~e GI~antitleer , eo.e.I CInIIM UnE,.. OPINIONS 
From The Editor 
-r", The Editor ' 
Just Look' " In referellte to the letter . printed in the Feb., 23, issue of 
, , the Chanticleer, "Mc:-acham 
A 0 T " ,'. Should Get Facts Straight"" by t ur ' earn Norman Evans, I would like to , clari~ Dr. Sq~atriglia's position 
co'mmittee, I would like'to give a of the committee. This first student attitudes and desires 
brief history of Dr. Squatriglia's meeting set the framework for regarding the food service. 
role in the con·ce~. First, it 'Jny consequent program evalu- Though Dr. Squatriglia had 
should be kept iq mind' that die ating the students' concern been with Coastal but a short 
good doctor was still a resident 'about our food service opera- week, his desire and willingness 
of New York. state at the time, of ' ' tions: to help, counsel, and direct us in 
the first meeting ,of' ,th'e :At the second meeting, with oor endeavor was most appre. 
committee. Consequently. , an'y Dr. Squatriglia now on the staff, dated. 
comments" good, bad or indiff~ ,the cOmmittee continued to 
erent with him' as the subject Iii discuss the various aspects of 
this regard are . necessarily setting-up a fair and organized 
unrelated ,to the ini~al m~eting proctss tor evaluattng the 
, witli regards to ,tht: Food 
"Pride" is the emotion we , felt as we 'saw the Services Committee. ' 
Coastal Chanticleers down the Newberry Indians As a p~st membe~ of this 
in a roundball clash on Feb. 25. ' , ' S' " d ' H" '" U' et This editorial could possibly belong on page N~~i.pg , tu ep.t~,' ay~ ' nl y 
four, but in doing so ~. e 'would be ignoring the 
impact .of Coastal Carolina athletics,. '" .To The Editor: 
For those who missed that somewhat 
"historical" event that Saturday evening wh~n 
Coastal (remember folks that tiny two year With regard to the arti~le in 
"regional campus" some five years ago) the Feb. 23. ' 1978. issue of The 
defeated the Lutheran school of upper South Chanticleer ("Nursing Depart-
Carolina, it was a presentation of the enthusiasm me~frt, Enhrollment ~roPst")d wet' 
• • • • ' . " the es man nursmg s u e1:l s 
that IS so prev~ent at our mstltut,10n. ,. ' .. of Coastal. would like to express 
All we can say IS thanks team! By the tlme t~IS ' our -feelings on the reasons 
column is published, you fellows ~may ~r may not stated i~ the article for the 71 
be on your way to Kansas City. Win or lose, our ' per cent drop in nursing majors. 
hats are off to you Robert Smith, Tim Ward, First of all, we'd like to clarify 
Dwight Lighty, Clay Price, Stev,e Hardy, Jim the fact that we, as a class, have 
been united since day 'one~ It' is' that o'ur class leaders were 
tbat very unity ~nd ability to somewhat slow in emerging, but 
lean on one ' another that has nevertheless, we have leaders 
given those of us wh~ ~emain in and they are visible. 
the program the detenUi~ition 'We do not feel that these two 
to persevere,. ' , 
None of ~s can remember a 
tim~ when we weilt to a fellow 
student f~r hefp, and were 
turned down, or when , we 
ourselves ever couldn't find the 
time to help a t:riend 'in need. 
Lack of leadership' was also 
given as a reason for th~ drop in 
our class enrollment. We admit 
~oblems, even if they had 
existed, could have been the 
"primary causes for 17 students 
leaving the program." And in 
reality, they were not. There are 
not and never were any factions 
in our, class. We are friends now 
and hope ' ~e always will be. 
Sincerely, 
, The freshman nursing students 
Cabe, Garey Creene, Bobby Livingston, Rosie 
Bankhead, Manuel Jessup, and Merle Britt: 
The team gave 100 percent - and let us not ' 
forget the fans. Kimbel Gymnasium was packe,4 
Reasons Are Misunderstood 
with 2500 rabid fans that helped m~e one To The Editor; 
Newberry team wonder why they were spending The Chanticleer carried an 
Th artiCle on Feb. 23, 1978, about 
their Saturday nights in this ' manner. e the freshman attrition rate for 
uhowlers" (lead by the Cheerleaders, Spirit thefallof1977. While the article 
Club and Sigma Delta Phi) gave us a taste of 
a dish known as good old-fashioned school spirit, 
If the Newberry-Coastal clash is a rivalry, it 
isn't because of any similarities between the two 
schools. It is almost a personification of old vs. 
new. Newberry, a German institution estab-
lished in 1856, has all the niceties of a 
well-established college. They have dormitories, 
autonomous curriculum, fraternities, etc. 
Conversely, Coastal has had to deal with "big 
daddy" Columbia and live in motels. In other 
carried the many reasons for 
drop out, it was not the intention 
of the interviewee to convey 
messages that the primary 
reason for our high ~ttritioq rate 
was a lack of student leadership. 
While this is an interesting 
factor that IS considered by 
many schools of nursing, it is 
just one of many factors. 
Reasons listed for drop out did 
i~clude f~ilufe in sub~e~ ~ater-
ial, domestic problems, family 
responsibilities, inability to cope ' 
with many kinds of stress 
factors, unrealistic goals; a' 
change in educational goals, 
illness, environmental c~di­
tions and adjustment of new 
faculty to the program. (even 
though they possess compe~en­
cy in knowledge and teaching 
skills.) 
The success of the program is 
attributed to the expertise of'the 
nursing faculty and ' general 
faculty 'of the college and' the 
quality and characteristics of the 
student who enters ' and c~>ni-
pletes the program. 
I would like for our readers to 
know that the faculty is 
continuing to explore further 
'causes for drops in either year, 
'and the teachers are in a 
continual process of evaluating 
,the program. I appreciate Chuck 
Batson" s interest in our program 
and , invite him back for 
fo'How-up articles on our pro-
gram. 
Sincerely. 
Jean Roberts 
Nursing Dept. Chairperson 
words, our athletes can't walk over to the gym: S' w.' k U. 
All analogies aside, you've done (to use an 7\Tewman a' ys' . a' e p 
overused phrase) a "great job" team. We can ',t ' 1 V ~ , , . '" . . ' 
think of a better way to answer this question, , , 
, 'Has Coastal Carolina really done anything?" To J'he Edit~r: discussed at the'last administra- ' Our reply can be, "Golly gee buddy, loo~ ' at our tive meeting, no effQrt was : 
basketball team!" I would like to t~ank , t~e made to inform student that a 
To The Editor faculty. staff, and/or adminis- problem even existed. As was 
trative person who is respons- ' stated by Al Poston, "Students 
St ' A F R I A t t k ible for the destruction of some were never told or apPI:oached ay way rom ersona . ac S forty posters advertising upcom- about the problE"m" ' " 
Dr_ Squatriglia cannot solve 
the ever-increasing communica-
tion gap between "us and 
them" single-handedly-but he 
"I,S' trying. Sincerely, 
Donna Newman 
But to get to the •• meat" of the 
matter, it has been the worle of 
Dr. Squatriglia after these 
meetings that has produced and 
made real the ideas of the 
committee. To use an analogy, 
we, the committee. showed up 
for the game a half-hour early, 
complete with the ball and 
game-plan, but without the 
coach, the star center, and the 
.. rulebook. 
All that have contributed, the 
administration, the student 
committeepersons, and yes, the 
students, who answered the poll 
and gave valuable suggestions. 
are the ones who require the 
kudos - but especially Dr. 
Squatriglia for keeping the idea 
alive and viable. 
Respectfully yours, 
Sandy Scrantom 
Squatriglia 
Responds 
To The Editor: 
I am writing to correct a 
segment of a news story entitled 
"Majority Eat Lunch at Cino's" 
as it appeared on page eight of 
the Feb. 9, 1978, issue of The 
Chanticleer. Specific~lly. the 
questionnaire which provided 
the data reported in your article 
was conceived and designed by 
the Food Service Committee of. 
the Student Government Asso-
ciation (SGA). 
The Food Service Committee of 
SGA devoted considerable 
thought and effort to not only 
the development of the survey 
but also to the tabulation of the 
final results. I served only as 
consultant to the committee in 
this process. I endorse the 
responsible manner in which 
this committee both initiated 
this study and in which they are 
now proceeding in implement-
ing their findings. 
Sincerely. 
Dr, Robert Squatriglia 
To The Editor: prominence of the team" less jng on-campus eve~ts in,cI~din~ Accordi~g 'to Dr. S,quatriglia, 
'Unreliable Editing' I must commend you and your 
staff for developing strong 
editorial policies on matters of 
concern to the Coastal Carolina 
student body. A school such as 
Coastal can easily faU into a 
mellow complacency if there is 
no highly visible medium to 
pose pertinent questions and 
level oft-needed criticism. 
coverage of the 'results of ' the a free concert/pep ralty Mon- "there are , too few boards, no 
contests than on might expect. ~ay, Mar: 7, for facul~y; staff. policy, and no policing. 'In fact, 
However, this problem has and students that w~~ mtended the bultetin board policy 'here is , 
existed for quite some time' a'nd to boost school spmt ,for the terrible!'" " Caused Re n rimand 
partially is owing to the simple possible playoff Tuesd~y, Mar. \yho ever you are, I challenge r 
However, it is easy at times to 
let emotion carry one a bit too 
far, and thus valid criticism may 
be weekened by resorting to 
feverish fuming. Such was the 
case, I believe, in Mike 
Deegan's recent sports editorial 
concerning local media coverage 
of Coastal athletics. 
There has been reason to argue 
for better coverage of Coastal 
basketball, for its is true that 
often there has been weak 
advance build-up of home 
events, and, considering the 
and unfortunate fact that this 7. Also destroyed were ,posters your authority and your right to' )'0 The Editor: 
area is infatuated with high advertising the beer bust take it upon'yourselfto enforce a ' . In the last two issues of The 
school athletics. sock-hop scheduled after the policy that ~houl~ not b'e; .an(i in ' Chanticleer. you have haa 
Wherever the blame 'may lie, game Friday night. March 3. all actuality is not really' policed anicles about Dr. Rheinhold 
After a campus tour conducted ' however, there is no reason to by you! Englemayer and a case of 
carry one's criticism of a l~al by Dr, Squatriglia, Simon Spain , 
and Debbie Lee, it was decided Is this another example .' of the ' mis~ing grades; 1 read them 
sports editor to the level of that the only possible solution to milDY ways' you are ',willing to . bot~. The articles were very 
personal diatribe. Mr. Deegan~s ' , ' obviousl'-' slanted The first this problem is to put up six 5' x work WITH us? " , J'
efforts to "tell it like it is" has . I' .. M" G d " as 7' bulletin boards in designated artlc e, Issmg ra es w 
overall been . a refreshing areas for the use of campus I would ' like to thank Dr. not at all a piece of front page 
improvement. but his most Squatriglia for his co~ce~ ~nd news copy because it was 
recent effort might 'ha~e bee~ organizations only. immediate action, and also d d' 
In a 'meeting w~th pro arranged in the slante . e It-
more effect;ivc; had h~ limited. thank the students who spent aU oriaf. pattern. The story needed 
himself poignant discussion of Squatrigtia AI Poston, Si~on day Thursday, Mar. 2, pumping more research into the "other 
the problem. Emotion31 criti- Spain, Debbie Lee, and myself. their time and effort into what ' side" of the picture. For 
cism of an individual did were informed by Dr. Squatrigl- was considered worthwhile arid . h fi d 
ia that location of poster example: In t e Irst or secon 
nothing to heighten the effects effective advertisem1nt. paragraph. it should have stated placement had become a prob-
of his colu'!ln. And to the Administration or Coastal's polit'y on senior's 
Very truly yours, lem due to property damage. 'bl' . . h f 
whoever, WAKE UP! II responsl Itles In t e area 0 Steve Nagle Although this problem was 
reporting their forthcoming 
graduation to their professors_ I 
do not know what the policy is 
but even in some of the high 
schools in this country, it is up 
to the seniors themselves to see 
that they inform their te~cher 
well in advance that they are 
graduating in order to get their 
grades in on ttme to · receive 
their diplomas. . f 
I 'believe that due to your 
unreliable editing. YQU pro-
mote the undue reprimand of a 
good professor, Dr. Reinhold 
Englemayer. 
Yours Truly. 
Karen Willoughby 
Trouble With Sea Grant 
Problems Plague Reef Projec 
By 11M MEACHAM 
EdItor 
"A number of factors bozoed 
our project," said Linda 
Branfass. Branfass is one of the 
four student members of the 
portable midwater reef fishery 
group of the sea grant. 
The purpose of the group, 
according to Dr. Doug Nelson 
(director of the sea grant at 
Coastal). is . 'to build portable 
~idwater reefs so as to aid both 
the n(\'""ilal sport fishermen and 
me charte: boat people." 
. According to Branfass, the 
group was organized last 
summer and was ready to build 
the reefs prior to the beginning 
of school. "We were ready to 
go, to said Branfass. "Skip 
Opalko (another group member) 
and I had been working on the 
design of the reef for three 
months." 
been given "proper notice. " 
(According to budget repons of 
the sea grant, boat captains 
supposed to be paid approxi-
mately S2700 for their pan but, 
as Nelson put it, "on a 
piecemeal basis . . . for the 
times they actually go out." 
Myers responded to the 
criticism by saying he had 
"other jobs to do." He 
continued, "That had nottting to 
do with it. The time • couldn't 
go, the weather was bad. When 
we were ready to go, the 
students did not have their reefs 
completed. It probably took 
them a month or so to complete 
the reefs. I really don't think 
that has anything to do with why 
the project has been stalled." 
Opalko supported Myers say-
ing, "Milo was only pan of it. 
Thp fishin2 tournaments were a 
different time anyway. You 
can't blame him for the whOle 
thing. He was just captain of the 
boat." 
elson gave his opinion. 
"There were two times when 
the group would have liked to 
ha e gone out, and he was in a 
fishing tournament. "From m 
point of view, I talked with Milo 
before the propo al was submit-
ted and told him he would be 
getting a good salary for this. 
He knew what his responsibili-
ties were." 
By the end of October. the 
group went out. According to 
some group members, Myers 
was not beneficial to the study. 
Vipperman proclaimed, "He 
gave us all the advice we didn't 
want. At first we were taken by 
all the experience of his fishing 
tournaments. but he doesn't 
kno anything at all about 
science." Branfass added, 
, . What he was going to d was 
destro the scientific alidi of 
our results. Later he told Dr. 
elson we needed to be more 
professional. ·' Group member 
sa the disagreement centered 
around the approach to the 
rc earch. "He just wanted to go 
out and damn fi5h ," said 
Vipperman. · jEach time e 
changed our control area and 
you can t do that in cientific 
research." 
According to Vipperman. it 
wa the third trip before Moore. 
the advisor, could go out. 
Vipperman explained that this 
trip was also hampered b a 
disagreement on the approach 
to the research. The Chanticleer 
attempted to reach Moore for 
comment 12 different times b 
telephone. but he a una ail-
able. 
over Than giving to 
could find a situation analogou 
to th South Carolina coa t . 
She told The Chanticleer, 
"Aorida as a glimmer of hope. 
We had reservation for a boat 
captatn, lodging, and a budget. 
The situation would ha e almost 
exact] duplicated our coa .• , 
Evidentl , the group' hope 
was shon lived. According to 
Nelson explained that it was _----
his decision to wait. ". must 
take the blame .• decided not to Sea Grant Is e ToCo 
start yet because one member 
was out of town, up north." 
That group member was Bruce 
Lampright. the diver of the 
group. Bob Vipperman, group 
member, stated, "Bruce Lamp-
right was out of town gathering 
research. He was hoping to 
gather information from the 
University of Minnesota." 
the ...... ~. AIIo, the 
By 11M MEACHAM .a.cleata w ..... ,....t.e a paper 
EdIter of reeeareh 01 
What I. lea paD" seale. eIMD added, " ..... 
Sea graDt Is a feclenlly faded of the lea..... e hav.'t .... 
propam .............. by a.tate to rely 011 die edeIIee ...... 
baud of dIreetan. III s-da here at COMtaI _ • n. 
CarolIna, the baud AIDP lied eqalpaaeat ............. 01 
of ODe repreMlltative &a. eeeh ...... t eM be __ ,. die 
of the f .... echooIa that formec1a .arlae Kleaee depart_eat 
c:oaaorthml Ie apply f. the ..... " 
graDt. n.e.e ...... are 'DIe The............. .......d. 
atlldel, the CoUeae of CIIarIee- ...aeIy 513,_ ,. the pnjeet at 
toll, SaptW College, .... the CoataI; he ev_, __ .tat. 
Medieal Ualvenlty of s-dt ed, "n. ........ wIdI 
CaroUaa. y... ben dud they are 
Ac:eordIaa to Dr. no.a ,,.....y .. the way die 
ueodate proI of IIUII'IDe .. y diet 
KIeaee at COMtaI, the ....... t , ded ., .. 
this year f. c..taI .. lOme- .aaarie for adv ... rs, boat til... realadvely aew. -- eapa.m., ete. n. rB '11K, _ 
explaiaed, "We applied f. a ,.t It," f. 
...... - three yean ... ,.... I1IIIIIhIa the preJeet." 
we were flat oat re,Ieded. So, e 0rIaJaaIiy, C...aaI ........ _ 
cIeeIded to IIIp IBto ••• ethlDa five cIIII , ......... tile 
Branfass said that when school 
started they were hoping to 
begin immediately. She ex-
plained that they thought they 
could buy materials with their 
own money and get reimbursed 
through purchase orders. 
"When school started we 
thought we could spend our own 
money and get reimbursed. but 
our advisor (Dr. Richard Moore, 
associate professor of biology at 
Coastal) said no. He discovered 
that all groups had to submit a 
budget (to Nelson) by the end of 
September. We needed a 
proposal for the entire project . . 
. with some dollars." 
cIlfIereat. We w ....... pnvIde ......, bat ere To The Edit()r (i ont'd) 
l:BMH::~~~::~::::e~~~~:::~dw::.-=::~~ .. :=.=e:.=ta~to~~::~~~~~~~=-!:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-.J 
Vipperman explained why he 
thought the group had not been 
notified earlier. ". guess the 
reason he (Nelson) didn't tell 
us, " said Vipperman, "was 
because Bruce (Lampright) was 
out of town." 
By the time the budget was 
submitted. time was running 
out because, according to 
Branfa5s and others involved, 
the fishing season was getting 
shorter. "To the other groups, 
this time sdledule was OK," 
said Branfass. "but with our 
group time was of the essence. 
Too much time was being spent 
doing paper won. The time 
schedule wun't geared to our 
needs." 
Following the budget pr0b-
lems. Branfus told The Chant-
icleer that Opalka gathered 
equipment for the reef, and the 
group was ready to begin by 
mid-October. Another problem 
was to plalue the endeavor. 
"We were ready to 10." said 
Vipperman ... then we ran into 
Captain Milo Myers who as 
unavailable numerous times. He 
was attending fisIrin. tourna-
ments. rodeOs. etc." Branfus 
reiterated Vipperman' s state· 
ma... adelia. that Myers ltM 
Staff Comments 
Litter I 
By MARY JEAN BAXLEY 
ewaEdll. 
Did you have difficultl 
finding a parking space this 
morning? Did you toss your 
empty drink can on the school 
grounds? Littering and lad of 
parting spaces have become 
two of Coastal's major pr0b-
lems. 
Student and facu1ty members 
have been observing emptyiag 
their automobile ashtrays be-
side their cars. Have you ever 
tried to dean up ashes off the 
pavement? H you have. then you 
can see the time it involves. 
Time that is costly. Time that 
could and should be used doing 
other tasks. 
Would you throw an empty 
beverage can in your 0Wft front 
yard? Well. Coastal Carolina is 
your home a ay from home. It's 
campus grounds could be 
c:oRsidered to be yoar front 
yard. 
The most frequent litteria. 
~ are e.pty QIIS. paper 
and bottles. ot only are they 
unsightly but they are hazard· 
ous as well. 
Coastal Carolina employs two 
full-time and one part-time 
general worters to do mainten-
ance. At the present time, it 
takes the equivalent of one half 
person per day simply to pick up 
litter. 
This is litter that could have 
been placed in a receptacle had 
someone taken the time. You 
might argue that there are no 
receptacles. There are recepta-
des if you will take the time to 
look. T elve additional trash 
receptades have been ordered 
and should be in within the 
month. 
According to Dr. Donald 
Thompson. dean of administra-
tion. Coastal has been in at 
the rea ibility of purchasing 
street sweepers to help alleviate 
part of the litter problem. 
lack of adequate parkin. 
facilities has become a problena 
for h net facuit • 
Cars are parted on the grass, eedless to sa , the Jitter and 
beside the street and in no parking problem ' are lIot 
parting zones. everybody' fault. Probabl • a 
TTUthfully. the offenders can very small percent of stu-
not be blamed in some cases. dents and facult are 
But. 150-175 additional parking Although these problem are 
spaces hould become a reality not everyone' fault. the 
within the next four to six should be of concern to 
eeks. After these spaces are everyone. 
ready then hopefull no one The next time you start to 
-.ould continue to find it litter. find a reeeptade and 
nett sal) to part in no partin d~ of litter the pruper a. 
zones. Thin of Cc. al your home 
Due to the shortaae of spaces. and take pride in appear-
the administration has been anee. 
lenient but hen additional 
paces become available. the 
leniency will end. 
Another parti vioIatioa in-
volves Quail Creek aoIf course 
and the entrance to t coarse. 
It i hoped that' the future empt 
those ho have been partin 
U'OII1Id the eatraac:e .va 
themselves ~ other locations. 
Thc-~ are our Dei", ancJ 
rrkftd of Coastal. Let· s 
-jlh them and maintaiD a lei 
ftWftdi ma' 
Alumni Ignor 
To Th Edit . 
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Delivers 
By MIKE DEEGAN 
Sports Editor 
Coastal Recovers 
Several weeks ago the Chanticleers dropped two consecutive 
games to Francis Marion and Erskine, and were ranked eighth 
when the Dunkel Ratings came out the following week. 
The playoff picture looked dim for the Chants, who have been 
up and down like a yo-yo the entire season. Given the choice of 
determining their own fate or having it determined for them, 
they chose the former. 
With the leadership of five seniors, Coastal defeated 
Limestone, Erskine, Newberry and Voorhees College to finish 
second in the Dunkel Ratings for the regular season. 
Someone forgot to tell these seniors what the word "quit" 
meant. 
Robert Smith continued to dish out numerous assists, direct 
the offense and contain the opponent's "shooting" guards such 
as Erskine's Chris Bethea and Newberry's Robert Edwards (who 
was recently chosen District 6 player of the year). 
Carey Green continued to play "gutsy" basketball. and 
contributed offensively. Manuel Jessup, injured in the Newberry 
game was somewhat limited, but who can forget the times that 
he, alone has carried the Chants on his shooting and 
determination. (Jessup was recently named first team 
All-District for the second year in a row.) 
Never Say Quit Chants 
Basketball 
Chants. Down.Indians 
By MIKE DEEGAN In the second half the Chants 
Sports EdItor increased their lead 37-31 
The Coastal Carolina Chanti- before Newberry scored six 
cleers recently ended a two year unanswered points knotting the 
dream of defeating the New- score at 37. 
berry Indians with a 66-60 Robert Smith drove down the 
victory at Kimbel Gymnasium middle and scored on a lay-up to 
on Feb. 25. Robert Edwards put the Chanticleers on top to 
started the action with a jump stay 39-37. Jessup connected 
. shot to put the Indians on top from about 25 feet out with six 
2-0. Carey Green tied the score 
at 2-2 on a lay up before Jim 
Cabe hit a pair of turn around 
jumpers to give the Chants a 8-4 
lead. With 11 :45 remaining in 
the first half, Newberry's Joe 
Chapman again knotted the 
score 10-to. 
Newberry jumped on top 21-14 
with 7'h minutes remaining in 
the half. Coastal regained the 
lead at the 5:00 mark on a 
jumper by Manuel Jessup to 
make the score 24-23. Steve 
Hardy, Bobby Livingston scored 
four points each and Merle Britt 
scored three to put the 
Chanticleers on top at the half 
35-31. 
Sorry!! 
Coastal Golfers 
Took The Golf Classi 
minutes left in the contest to 
give the Chanticleers their 
largest lead of the evening at 
59-47. 
Newberry took advantage of 
~·Coastal's inability to hit its free 
throws down the stretch, to 
close the gap to six points, but 
the Chants held on to earn 
victory. Bobbv Livingston and 
Manuel Jessup shared scoring 
honors for Coastal with 16 each, 
followed by Steve Hardy with 
12. Robert Edwards led 
Newberry with 17. 
The Chants finished out their 
reg~lar season by handing B 
Vorllees a defeat 77-71. 
(Central Wesleyan) 
Bobby Livingston scored 24 
points and Carey Green added 
21 as the Chanticleers defeated 
Central Wesleyan 91-85 in the 
first round of the District 6 
playoffs on March 4 at Kimbel 
Gymnasium. The win boosted 
Coastal's overall record to 19-8 
and earned them the right to 
advance to the semi-final at 
Presbyterian College Tuesday. 
Livingston and 'Green com-
bined for 16 of Coastal's first 21 
points, and it was Greene who 
put Coastal on top for good with 
8:50 remaining in the first half 
at 22-21. 
The Chants biggest lead in the 
half came with 1 :02 remaining 
when Robert Smith stole the ball 
from John Cantwell and scored . 
on a layup to give Coastal an 11 
point advantage at 46-35. 
Central's Melvin Williams 
scored on a pair of buckets to 
end the half at 46-39. 
Coastal continued to build to its 
lead, and with 11 minutes 
remaining, Livingston scored on 
a tap-in to give them their 
Jim Cabe, probably the most underated player in the league, biggest lead of the evening at 
continued his "an around" hustle. March 3 _ 69-54. 
Cabe, in my opinion, is Coastal's best al1 around player. He With 5:24 left and the Chants 
does so many things well, yet always goes unnoticed. He is the .............••............ up by 11 at 81-69. things looked 
team's leading rebounder and highest percentage shooter. In the comfortable. but Central Wes-
clutch, he always seems to come through. Due To leyan outscored Coastal 12-1 in 
Bobby Livingston came around to perform as a center should. the next three minutes to close 
Against Newberry, he, along with Jessup, shared scoring honors the gap at 82-81. Bergman 
with 16 each, but Livingston also contained Newberry's center, Mechanical Errors called a time out with 2:34 ' 
Dwayne Nelson who, earlier in the year had scored 36 against remaining and sent Dwight 
Coastal. In the first round of the playoffs, Livingston played with Lighty into the line· up to run the 
"wrecldess abandon" scoring 24 points and grabbing 8 rebounds four comer spread offense. 
to lead the Chants over the Warriors of Central Weslyan. Story Will Be In Green was fouled and made the 
Coach Bergman remarked after the game that Livingston score 83-81 with 1:38 remaining. 
played "his best game since he's been at Coastal. He was just Coastal secured the victory at 
amazing. " the foul line, and Jim Cabe The Next Issue! It wasn't only these five seniors who didn't quit, the entire scored on a last second layup to 
team contributed, but I felt that lowed more than criticism to make the final score 91-85. 
this group who's given so much to Coastal Carolina basketball. Fast Break LATE BULLETIN: For tile 
At press time, four teams had advanced to the semi-finals of IeCODd time dalI teUOD the 
the playoffs at Presbyterian College: Erskine, Lander, Caa pant a. Prtce [40] off IeadhIg las Newberry bMIiau feU to die 
Newberry, and Coastal, and whether the Chanticleers won or • ..:eVelt"""":'" 54 ~ Photo • t break. Claaats 71-$3 lD tile teeoDd 
lost. one can look back and say, "They didn't quit." ( ) w • [ • Doaa S .... thj rouad of tJleplayoff •• t Presby-
Cage Seniors Reflect On Coastai ~~e. 
By DOUG SMITH Chants in free throw percent· concerning Coastal and basket- "We're back on top now. I school and having to adapt to no with a packed house was very 
SIaft RepodeI' age. He had one of his most ball. They all thought that the guess we were over-~fident. at dorms tires a person out thought nice, but if there was no weight 
Coastal basketball closed an& outstanding games of this year athletic program bere in the ~~e first of the year, he said, several. Livingston said at on the game, half probably 
ther regular season under the agatnst Central Wesleyan last future is nothing but impressivS N.o! as go~d a~ I ~ad junior college he could get up 15 wouldn't have showed up." 
leadership of Coach Russ Saturday night. Smith ("Snake") thinks it has ~ntlclpated,.a hl!le disa~pomt- minutes before class and make Livingston thinks Coastal has 
Bergman. The seniors on the Cabe, also a business admin- improved a lot since he first lng, but. still nice. Going to it, but here you have to get up at some committed fans and they 
team are Manuel Jessup, istration major, is from Atlanta, . came here. Livingston said, Kansas C:~ h~ bee.n the ~I of least an -hour and a half before know who they are. "I've 
Robert Smith, Carey Green, Jim Ga. He pulls down an average of "With two successful seasons the yc:-r. said Smith. LIVings- class. learned who our true rans are". 
Cabe and Bobby Livingston. 9.2 rebounds and scores 12.6 (in basketball) behind them it ton thinks the season tu~.ed out Being athletes they had opin- Asked if there were any 
Jessup. a business administra- points per game. will help in recruiting. Baseball to be what he expected. There ions of Coastal as an athlete general comments they all 
tion major from Westfield, Livingston, a physical educa- and tennis are also booming." were our ups a~d. downs but we also! Cabe thinks we have good replied. Livingston: "Any sport 
N.C., is the Chants leading rion major from Trenton, N.J.. "Coastal could shortly ~me a had to be ~hsttc and go one support but it could be better if gives you failure and success. 
scorer. Recently, he was named bas one of the best field goal major contender", replied game ~t a time. The f~ns were we had dorms. Smith said, You learn how to take tbe good 
to the AII.NAJA District 6 percentages around. According Cabe. screammg Kansas City and "Coming to Coastal is the best with the bad. Life is not easy 
basketball squad, for the second to Bergman, he played his best Thinking of the past season, we've not go~~ through the move I could have made. and basketball (or any sport) 
time. game since he's been at Coastal Green ("Roy") said, "It was a tourna~ent yet . Coastal has a great coach and I helps you to prepare and accept 
Smith, a business administra- against Central Wesleyan Satur- good season. The whole team Refemng to Coas!al as a wish him the best of luck!" it. Any given night anybody can 
tion major from Statesville, day night. has improved and it's shown in student, several hked the Green has enjoyed playing win or lose. Although I've not 
N.C.. leads the Chants in Through "blood, sweat and the last half." "Not as well as it smallness of it •. the in~ividu~ under Bergman and with the played up to my potential. I've 
assists. Recently, he broke his tears" these five seniors has should have been, we lost some concept-close kntt relatIOnship rest of the team. Jessup said, enjoyed my two years here at 
own single game record of 12 lead the Chanticleers to many games we should have won. with all students. Seeing each "Not the best support here at Coastal and after I graduate I 
with 14 against Limestone. victories. In a few games all There is no reason why we other daily instead of weekly or Coastal. A lot come to see if we want to eventually coach." 
Green, a marine science major have ended up in double should not go to Kansas City," monthly as in a lot of large might lo~c or if it has a bearing ISmith: "Basketball is a way to 
from Maryville, Tenn., leads the figures. Throughout last w~k replied Jessup. Cabe (UDirt") schools. Instructors are good on our record in the district rid frustration. It has showed 
they talked to The Chanticleer thought it was a better year. and friendly. Commuting to playoffs. The Newberry game me how to win or lose and still 
r 
Carr Says Team , 
ByDOUGLASSMD'R 
Staff Reporter 
An old Dodger quote was 
heard from Coach Larry Carr as 
he left the field at Carolina last 
Thursday. "We've been 
robbed! " The Chants dropped 
their second losses of the season 
to the Gamecocks, 4-3. after a 
controversial call by the first 
base umpire. 
The game started slow but in 
the fourth inning. Tom Romano 
_ hit a line drive to left field for a 
single which sparked the Chant-
icleers. Koon Hendricks walked 
and first baseman Bob Lieb 
drove in two. In the fifth. 
Coastal put up its defense after 
Carolina got into scoring posi-
tion. Brent Byer threw a critical 
strikeout followed by two 
catches on fly balls. 
The next inning Romano got 
another hit and scored after a 
couple sacrifice plays by his 
teammates. In the sixth, Byer 
was pulled and replaced by Tim 
Horton. After a wild throw. 
Murphy for Carolina scored. 
It was in the bottom of the 
seventh when the base ump 
started to show style to follow on 
a controversial call according to 
Carr, in favor of Carolina. 
Pressure builds and Carolina 
scored again on a walked in run. 
Jon Shivoky of Coastal made a 
catch behind third and a runner 
scores on the freaky play to tie 
the game at three all. 
In the cold drizzly rain. tension 
and spirit mounts but a missed on the field racing 'to first.) Carr 
signal keeps the Chants "from an.d th~ plate umpire tried to 
scoring. Another freaky play gain control and succeeded after 
occurred in which Steve Billing~ a few min~t~s. (Carolina already 
sley made a diving catch in deep quietly Jeaving; not even happy 
right field and fell on his head over their narrow win?!?) 
with Billingsley dazed and Later ' some players made 
unable to give the }jaIl to several , comments. Billingsley 
Romano. a Carolina runner stated. "We froze our butts off 
tagged up and scored " from and it was so cold, we outplayed 
second to put them aheact 4-j. th~m just to let the umpire take 
A handful of loyal Chant fans the game away from us. It's not 
remained in the rain to watch fair ... · Randy Nimmons. who 
the ninth and crucial inning: Ri<;" saw no action but wl10 helped in 
Waldt got a single to right ~eld. leading the -dugout in support-
Steve "Iceman" Smith missed a ing and encouraging the players 
signal from Carr and a runner said. HI have played Carolina 
got caught between bases. seven times 'with" Coastal (all 
Smith then gets on due to an ' there) .and about every time it 
error on Carolinas' third base- was the same way. If they can't 
man Tom Mixon. Another hit' for come · to Coastal once, then I 
Lieb to deep center for a double don't w'ant to play them 
put the Chants in scoring anymore,· For up here with their 
position. After this bad pitch OWl) umps, they can't lose." 
and the bases were ioaded. On the return trip carr 
Two outs. freezing rain and a co~mented,' 'The team did an 
tired base umpire with one out outstanding job under pressure. 
to end the game, made the It's' just a matter of eliminating 
setting for the controversial caU: a 'few mistakes. 
Billingsley hit a Baltimore chop As far as the Cat-rolioa game is 
to the first basema~. The concerned, the base ump cost us 
pitcher covered first when one any chance we had of winning. 
throw cameto. it was uncertain Two calls were backwards at 
whether the pitcher missed the second on steal plays - both in 
bag. Billingsley started to smile favor of the Gamecocks." "In 
and turned around knowing he the seventh we threw a runner 
was on and that a runner scored. out by half a stride and he was 
When he sees the base uinp's called safe! He was first of two 
hand coming down and yelling runs to score. Then that brutal 
He' s out!!! . , . Billingsley went call in the ninth ." said Carr. 
wild!!! (Not to mention the "You have to beat the team 
whole Chant team already out and umpire in USC to win. Up 
there they are notonous for 
'Homer' calls. I question 
Coastal playing USC if they 
won't play us here," Carr 
concluded. 
Byer was upset over' being 
pulled. The Chanticleer asked 
Carr why he pulled Byer and he 
replied. • 'He was behind three 
balls to one strike on every 
batter at this point and it was his 
first start, a cold day. Plu he 
was getting tired." 
Asking Byer that night about 
his feelings .bout being pulled 
he said. "I wa really mad when 
he pulled ·me. I know I was 
undet pressure and I thought I 
could handle it; if I had walked 
in a run I should have been 
pulled, but I hadn't. If he did it 
to save my arm ... well that's a 
different story, but I don't thin 
that's why he did. If I can't 
handle pressure then I'll never 
be a pitcher. ' 
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Parker Is Optimistic 
Male 
By USA DOBINSIO 
SbIIf Ileparter' 
Tennis coach. Marshal Parker, 
says Coastal is looking forward 
to a very good season. 
The number one player this 
year is Craig HawJey. Last year 
Hawley won the district Champ-
ionship and went to Kansas City 
to play in a match. 
Keith Skipper is present} 
number two player, but Tim 
Hardee and Ernie Hunter are 
pushing for that position . 
Hardee now is playing number 
three position, and Hunter 
number four. Delane Steven 
holds position five while TVl.ig 
Chestnut is playing six. 
The tenni team has three 
new-comers - Kim Floyd. Phillip 
Wood and Randy Freeman. 
Parker has this to sa ' "I wa 
reaIl ' pleased with the three 
newcomers on the way they 
played in Friday and Monday's 
matches." 
Playing number one doubles 
are Steven and Skipper. 
Dave Burgett is a transfer from 
USC. He is practicing with the 
team, but won't be playing until 
next year. Burgett is from Ohio. 
The tennis players have been 
practicing from September 
through December break. They 
began again in January. The 
men practice every afternoon. 
Recently, Coastal played New-· 
berry and USC Lancaster, to 
receive two victories - 9-0. 
Both of these matches were 
played under a handicap, 
because Hawley was sick and 
By YVONNE JOBNSO 
Staff Reperter 
Hey. let's playa game of love! 
]t's fun. intriguing, and tones 
up your muscles. 
Sarah McDearmon. girl's ten-
nis coach stated. "This year's 
team is basically a good group 
and 1 expect good perform-
ances." 
McDearmon added. "Overall 
the team has doubled in 
strength with the addition of 
three very strong players who 
should round out our aggressi e 
ability. ,. The new players are 
Brenda Gonzales. Cindy Bass, 
and Lynn Gatlin. Other players 
indude Denise Flowers, Linda 
Anen. ora Parmley. Melinda 
Cribb. Debbie Hanna. and Rase 
etter. Loo 
didn't play in either match. 
Coastal lost to the College of 
Charleston 9-0 and then defeat-
ed Campbell College 6-3 to 
bring its overall record to 3-1. 
There will be a bome match 
today against ilmington at I 
p.m. The men' tenni team I 
shooting for number one thi 
season. Parter sees Colle e of 
Charleston as their toa 
competition. 
Anguish Or Ecstasy? 
Chaat aeaer ...... IIanIee e ..... 
neeat IUd c..r. 
Marie orton. 
McDearmon is extremely im-
pressed b the line-up a she 
hopes to improve the 10-5 
record of last year. 
Gonzales, a sophomore. is said 
to be "good at all phases of the 
game," and appears to be the 
best all-around netter on the 
squad. Bas • a senior, seems 
prett consisten. 
.. Allen is a hard worker ho 
doesn't 10 e her stride wtn e 
slamming. •• According to Me 
Dearmon. Parmle is the "one 
veteran" pIa er: Hanna and 
Webb round out the impressive 
squad with a number of years 
experience in other place of the 
state, orton, has shown vast 
im pr.()vemen~ . lot snore." 
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Elderly 'Student Enjoys Coastal 
By EMILY DuRANT wasn't able to go on to college, one of th~ ten students in the nine year old son, Jody, who h'as 
Staff Reporter and it was a great disappoint- over-fi(tyage group now attend- a B.S. in Engineering.from N.C,: 
"It was in the mid-thirties, and ment to me. My mother was a ing Coastal. State and a M.B.A .. from the 
right in the middle of the school teacher, and I had always Now Tamsberg is a senior and University of So~th Carolina: 
Depression, when I graduated wanted to be one, too:' Mable expects to graduate in Decem- . Her younger daugh.ter, ~athy, 
from high school. At that time, I Tamsberg reminisced. She is b 1978 'th B G S IS twenty:five. ~he ~ent. · to 
er, ,WI a ... U N C G b h h 
D 
. . ., reens oro, w er,e s e 
Academics At Coastal 
egree. 
"Why am I going to college? earned a B.S. in P~ysical 
Education. This May she wiJI 
Witli mid-term exams facing re~eive a M.P.E. · from the' 
me, I sometimes ask myself that 
question. Bu~ now that I have 
the opportunity, I'm taking 
a~vantage, of i~. I've always 
believed in . self-improvement, 
and you're , never too ?ld .to 
learn. " 
Tamsberg has a husband and 
three children. They have all 
~ncouraged her and have been 
very supportive. "I think I just 
want to show them that 'Mom' · 
is ,no dummy," she laughed. 
"My older daughter, Susan 
Wise, is thirty-two and .has. a 
B.S. in Mathe'matics from 
Columbia College. She ' taught 
for five years and is now 
married' to a Lutheran minis-
ter." 
Tamsberg also 'has a twenty-
University of Wisconsin. 
Tamsberg lives in ·Geo~getown . 
and has ' taken some extension 
courses ' there while atte~ding 
Coastal. She has a 'wide range' of 
interests! . :-i'm . 'an outdoor~ 
person and like . gardening, 
fishing and walking on. the . 
.. beach. I also enjoi do~g 
needlepoint, counted cross 
stitch and crewel embroidery." 
"Although I've liked 'going to 
college, it hasn't been.easy, and 
I'm looking forward' to getting 
my degree. I guess my husban~ 
'will be . glad when. December 
rolls around, t~," Tamsberg 
laughed. ,"He says he has been 
paying tuition now for fourteen 
months, and he will be glad 
when we'll all be graduated." 
Myers Discusses Probation 
By LORNA GENTRY 
Staff Reporter ' 
"We're trying to prevent students from getting into trouble;" 
says Marsh Myers. director of admissions and registration. 
According to Myers. students under the university system of 
suspension can get themselves in academic trouble very easily. 
After one year if a student has not passed fifty percent of his 
courses he will be suspended for one year: 
ACADEMIC STATUS TABLE Connie Atkins watches. tennis match. [Photo - Doua Smith] 
"For example." explains Myers, "a student enters into the 
college and takes fifteen hours and fails all his classes. In the 
spring he takes 15 hours and passes with all D's. Unde'r th~ 
university system he will not be ' suspended because 'he has 
passed fifty percent of his classes. But he has completed thirtv 
hours of work and h'as a ratio of .5. This means he will hav~ to d~ 
better than he has ever done before in his life in ·order to 
graduate later on." 
Myers submitted a new ' suspension system to Coastal's 
administration last summer and that system is in effect now: 
NoParking7 
Cumulative 
"Qui's 
Attempted 
15-29 
30-44 
45-59 
60~74 
75-89 
90-104 
105-120 
Regular 
Status 
1 .76 or above 
1 .76 or above 
1.88 or above 
1.91 or above 
I. 97 (~r ab(~ve 
2.00 or above 
2.00 or above 
t;vldently, someone mast be ignoring the sign. [Photo - Doug 
Smlthl 
In Library 
Morgan Is Here To Help 
By KAREN GENEY 
Staff Reporter ' 
Have you ever felt lost in the 
library? Needed to look 'some-
thing up but weren't sure where 
to look? Then the first person to 
see is Mary Morgan whose 
office is in the room on the first 
floor of the library marked 
"Reference" . 
Morgan's full title is assistant 
librarian of public services. 
She earned her undergrad-
uate degree at the University of 
South Carolina and went on to 
Emory University for her 
masters in librarianship. 
Morgan first worked in 
Washington, D·.C. for the 
Federal Maritime Commission, 
She wanted to come back to 
South Carolina though, so she 
moved to Myrtle Beach and 
came to work at Coastal. 
She is in charge of all 
periodicals, government docu-
ments. and inter-library loans 
(which means if you need 
something not available in the 
Kimbel Library, she will try and 
borrow it from another library.) 
Her job deals mainly with 
answering questions, showing 
people where and how to find 
information. and also giving 
lectures in the English 101 
classes on "how to use the 
library. " 
Academic 
Probation 
I ~00-1. 75 
1.00-1. 75 
1.44-1.87 
I. 66-'t. 90 
1.8:0-1.96 
1.85-1.99 
1.90,1.99 
Academic' 
SU8.,en~lon 
Bel(;w 1.00 
Below 1.44 
BcI~)w 1.66 
Bclo"' 1.60 
Below 1.85 
BcI~w. 1.90 
Special 
Olympi~s 
'ToBeHeld 
Greek Dance 
Presents Culture 
By CHUCK BATSON 
Staff Reporter 
On Fe'b: II. the Myrtle Beach p~blic was exposed to Greek 
culture in grand style. That evening rpe Greek Orthodox Church 
prese~ted the first Greek-American dance (highlighted with 
belly.dancing!) About 1000 people turned out for the occasi n, 
with 'guests arriving from Georgia, North Carolina, and as far 
. away as Nc\y York. Among the illuminaries present were Myrtle 
Beach Mayor Eric Ficken, Sixth District Congressman John W. 
Jenrette Jr., and several Coastal students and professors. 
Member~ of the Coastal faculaty were asked to express their 
The 'fourth ,annual Special reactions to the dance. Their opinion was similar: Dr. Thomas 
Olympics will be May ·14 at Trout said. "With my special interest in Greek literature and 
Coastal Carolina .College with having visited Greece last summer, I was anxious to attend and 
over 600 athletes participating. sample the excellent cuisine again. It was great; a ma~nificent 
The Horry County Association . pany and it's fine to see something like this done in the area_" 
for Retarded Citizens, Horry J?r. Bruno Gujer added, "I really enjoyed the dance. It's been 
.COunty department · of educa- the higgest social event that Myrtle Beach has had since I moved 
tion and Coastal Carolina . here five years ago and should prove to be an annual affair. This 
College are the spOnsors. has had an unifying effect on the Greek community, and it is 
Opening cet:emonies are at 9 interesting to note that most of the socially organizing events in 
a.m. at the stadium next . to South Carolina are being promoted by minority groups." Finally. 
Coastal Carolina. The public is' Dr. James F. Farsolas said, "This was the first event the Greek 
welcome to attend. church has organized. and I am quite pleased to see it a huge 
Athletes from 'both Horry and ·su(:cess. My friends and I had a marvelous time and reall" 
Georgetown county will .be e,njoyed the food and festivities. I am vcry proud to see the Greek 
competing in the SO yard dash, unity in Myrtle Beach." 
220 yard dash, softball throw
r 
The dance. sponsored by Saint John the Baptist Church 
and the standing long' jump. (Scrvice~ conducted by Nic.holas S~yrakis) was fully ,planned and 
Teachers have been training accomphs~~d. The organizers. Jim Arakas (preSident of the 
youngsters since last fall .. Greek Community) and. other church members, expressed their 
Coastal Carolina students have tha.nks to the companies who donated food. beverages, and 
been learning how to set up the servil"es. The food w~s prepared by a Greek chef and other 
track and field events. The vol~ntee~s. All pastries were made by the women of the 
association for retarded citizens community, . 
has been organizing volunteer . Hors d'oeuvre and cocktails were provided. A buffet dinner 
. groups and setting up commit- 'and wine were <;erved. After a repa. t, the dance began . Music 
tees. W'3\ pr(w.ided by the Bob Hinson Orchestra. who played both 
Since the day after last year's traditional Greek and Amerkan dance numbers. Undoubtedlv. 
Special Olympics all three of the the hi~hlight of the evening was the belly dancer. whose exo;ic 
sponsoring groups have been pcrf(lrmanl'e captured everyone's attention. By tradition, the 
working toward making this men, in appreciatio~ of the ~an~er·s.~bilities, appro~ch the girl 
years event a success for the a,nd stuff money In her sClmpy ~ostume. With ?ther~, 
youngsters. Special Olympics is , (on.gr~~s~an Je~rette proved he was quite adept at showmg hiS 
for mentally handicapped appr<,'('lallnn, ThiS good-hearte~ fun set the mood of the pany. 
youngsters. It was organized By the end of the last Greek clrde dance, everyone appeared 
nationally by the Joseph ex.hall~ted and aglow. Sources say there should be another dance 
Kennedy Foundation. thiS fall. 
---TV: Still Watch,~· .. g, 
[Baz MartIn I, a member of 'I1Ie 
Theater departmeDt. A. a 
former writer fOl' The S. 
News, he WIOte _ 'I1Ie ArtI Ia 
Borry Cooty.] . 
By BUZ MARTIN 
A recent nostalgic NBC 
program called • 'TV.: The 
Fabulous SO's" containe4 this 
memorable exchange between 
George Bums and his late wife, 
Gracie Allen: 
• 'What do you think of 
television. Gracie?" . 
"Oli, 1 think it's wonderful! 1 
hardly ever watch radio any 
more!" 
As was often the case with that 
brilliant commedienne, a seem-
ingly mindless remark had an 
element of truth to it. Absurd 
though it may seem, in the days 
before television, people used to 
sit for hours at the time, 
watdllaa their ...... I'm not 
quite old enough to have 
witnessed this phenomenon, but 
I'v~ seen it oft~n enough in 
photographs and old movies, 
and heard about it from older 
·folk. So it must be true. 
What were they watching for? I 
submit, at the risk of being 
labeled a ho~less crank - or 
worse - that they were acting 
upon some sort of precognitive 
impulse ~hich may be explain-
able in Jungian terms (though I 
fear to· take the plunge into 
those murky waters). In other 
words. they are anticipating, 
perhaps ev~n' practicing for, the 
wonderful future in which 
millions sit slack-jawed and 
bleary-eyed night after night, 
paying tribute to that incompar-
able icon o.f modem civilization, 
The Tube. 
The advent of television must 
certainly have seemed worth the 
long wait. Yet, it has become a 
major institution within the last 
three decades, and we are still 
watching expectantly, still wait-
ing for that dammed box to 
fulfin its promise. As the SO's 
show demonstrated, there was 
every reason to believe, in the 
early years of TV, that the 
medium would continue to 
improve itself. From a purely 
technical standpoint, of course, 
it has. But, given a beginning 
which brought us such stimulat-
ing and masterful series as 
"Playhouse 90", "Studio One", 
and "Onmibus", who could 
have forseen a time when the 
standards for programming are 
set up by such soulless 
"Barretta"! Even the prototype 
for this kind of program, 
.. &ked City", contained more 
soHd entertainment and 
thought-provoking dialogue in a 
one-minute excerpt (shown on 
the SO's special) than entire 
episodes of its present-day 
counterparts. This is progress? 
At least two programs, 
"Grizzly Adams" and "Hee 
Haw", depend more on elab-
orate computer programs than 
on human creativity in making 
decisions on content and contin-
uity. According to an ominously 
believable article in TV Guide, 
computer-assisted production 
may be the wave of the future 
for the medium. In the age of 
Saturday ight fever, when 
millions of disco-droids are 
productions as "Koj&k", "Star- getting in touch with their 
sky and Hutch', and cybernetic roots with the aid of 
programmed music, that isn't 
surprising in the least . . . ju 
depressing as hell. 
If American television accurat-
ely reflects the tastes of it 
viewers then we undoubtedl 
deserve every bit of it. If, on the 
other hand, it is onl a refJection 
distorted b the predjudices and 
arrogance of its programmers, 
then e have every right to 
despise it. 
h' very ea ,of course, to 
bitch about the sorry state of the 
1 medium. We could fill olumes 
with negative criticism, but that 
would be counter-producti e. 
The important i ue i whether 
or not anything can be done 
about it. The question e need 
to as ,and attempt to ans er, i 
thi: How can television be 
improved, and hat can e do 
a viewers, to encourage and 
facilitate that im rovemen ? 
Hamilton Exhibits Bat~·~ Coadaaed froIa P 1 
Mariana Hamilton, assistant bia College Evans L~brary 
professor of Art at USC-Coastal Gallery· during the month of 
Carolina College, has arranged April. The Florence Museum of 
a series of exhibitions by Art will tiost the exhib.it from 
members of the San Fransisco June 13-July 16 with a batik 
Batik Artists. The initial exhibit demonstration by. Miss Hantil-
is at the Myrtle Beach Conven- ton on June 1'8. Selections from 
tion Center Gallery from March this exhibit have been chosen 
3-30, 1978, followed by ColuDl- for the Fine, ar:ts Exhibit at 
Spoleto Festival in Charleston associate member, Ann Marie English, May IS-June 2. 
from May 25-June 11. Patterson from Seattle, Wash- Course Trt1e: Painting ort-
The San fransisco Batik ington, will include her latest hop. Credits: 3 Course um-
Artists organized as a group in batik wall hangings in this ber: ARTS 211 or 311 or 312 or 
1975 to promote the ancient exhibit. Both soft sculpture in 411 or 412. Meeting Time: 
technique of wu paintings as a the form of fantasy creatures of 2:00-5:00 PM MTW1HF. Artist 
fine art form. Members include: griffins and dragons by Susan in Residence: Alex Po ers. 
Jillian Tyrrell from England, Ow Walker, quilted bas-relief wort Course Description: An explor-
Yeong Hong Leong from Malay- by Patterson and Hamilton, ation of the materials and 
sia, Marjorie Berkowitz from trapunto techniques of Laurella techniques of painting 
QI t - ? New Yort, Susan Walter and Desborough, super-realism of emphasis on individual creative .D~ lans Marianna Hamilton from Cali- the bati paintings of Leong, . ~I '. • - fornia, and Laurella Desborough and batik paintings on ric paper e=:t:d Behavioral Scienc-
¥. ha from Dlinois. All were residing by Marjorie Berkowitz will be es. Sociology: Ma is-June 2. yo. U .. ~ . in the San Fransisco Bay area in included in this exhibit of over Course Title: Leisure and living . . r·~ 1975 and have since exhibited in twenty-five varied versions of Credits: 3 Course umber: 
.
. an California, Alaska, Texas, Ore- Indonesian fabric design. A SOCI 399. Meeting Time: 
gon, Washington, D.C., ew demonstration and slide presen- 1:00-4:00 Location KL 238. 
ted York, and England both indivi- tation of Indonesian bati Instructor: Allison Tarleau. unwan dually and as a group. factories will be presented b Course description: Leisure 
. Following these exhibitions the Miss Hamilton to the Wacca- and living examine the impact 
~q S.F.B.A. will be hosted at The rna Arts and Crafts Guild on ofincrea in amountsofleisure P Gallery, Anchorage, Alaska, Wednesday, March 8, at the time upon society and the and at the Fabric Arts GaHery in Myrtle Beach Convention Cen- individual. An interdisciplinary 
. hol-w. San Francisco during August terGallery. The public is invited approach introduces partici-
- •• - ~ and September. 1978. An to attend. pants to a variety of lei ure and 
IS- as C1 0I DO I'jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil activit ranging from music to ~_ Ij ~ I I art to self-anal i testing and 
second-career opportunitie . yo• .... The course will culminate . a as a..-. visit to· the SPOLE'J1O FEST-
h V AL in Charleston. Thi course P . ~ne. . i aI available a a non-credit course through the continuin 
education program. If you're troubled and uncertain .... 
Call Hallmark Clinic and Counseling Service. 
One of our telephone counselors can help you. 
She can tell you about the personal and .".1/1_ 
care you receive at Hallmark . . . and abOut a 
. free pregnancy test. 
Our Hallmark staff includes a gynecologist, 
qualified nurses . . . and speciallY trained 
counselors. We offer first trimester abortions 
for SI75.00 ... and that one fee includes lab tests, 
examination, birth control information, private 
. counseling and follow-up visit. 
FIrwt ••• I" abonloll c:IiIIIc 
HALLMARK CLINIC 
1316 East Morehead Street 
Charlotte, N. C. 28204 
c.IJ: Charlotte - 376-1615 
£0 •• "''''lICe ToII-Free: 
N. C.: 1-800-432-60«?6 
All other states: 1-800-438-4094 
in the nion Bldg. 
Hamburger tea Plat 
in Iud alad fren h fri 
1.85 
includ ta 
and t a. 
Government and International 
Studie : Ma IS-June 2. Course 
Title: Municipal Government. 
Credit: 3 Course umber: 
GI T 567. Meedn Time: 
8:30-11:30 a.m. Location: AC 
107. Instructor: Edgar D er. 
Course Description: A stud of 
the powers, organization , pro-
cesses, and program of munic-
ipal go ernment. After a discu -
sion of government in metropol-
itan areas, udent will partici-
pate in seminar meetin uch 
a the Waccama Regional 
Planning Council and the M 
Beach Cit Go ernment. 
Mathemati and Computer 
Science: Compu er cience: 
Ma -June 2. Cou Title: 
Introduction to Computer 
Science, eredi 2; Element. 
Fortran Programming, Credit 1: 
Course umber: sea 207, 
SCCI 271. Meeting Time 
5:00- :00, Locanon: AD 206. 
Instructor: TBA. 
Hopefull 
Be sure t tune in. 
• t : J 
'hF~y=:Q&i;g~ '~Q~ltT~~ T~es Tbkd 
The colleges that compete answer the question. In add i-Staff Reporter wi~h ~oastal. we.re: Emory tion, the team that answered the 
University. University of Alaba- toss-up question correctly got a 
rna, Berry College, - N~wb~rry chance to answer a bonus 
College, Furman Umverslty, question. 
boisterous, but our team was Columbus College, Shorter Col- C t I 
. W d d d oas a and Georgia Tech very serious. e eman e lege, Georgia Tech, Mercer 
"We had a team to be proud 
of; they were very dignified, 
Some of the teams were very 
fr bod and we competed against each other. respect om every y University, Georgia Southern, 
h ct " e ted Georgia Tech beac Coastal by 2 got t at respe -, comm n Georgt' a Southwestern, Agnes 
D B 11 SL-m' ner SL-I'nner games. The two games were r. a ou .. ... Scott College, and Brenau 
. d C st I C lina's very close. A toss-up question accompame oa a aro College. 
C II b I t At ta and a bonus question were the o ege ow team 0 an, The college bowl competition 
• & th ti't' h ld differences between third place Georgia lor e compe Ion e took place Feb. 17 and 18. 
G . T h and first place. Georgia Tech at eorgla ec. Thirteen teams competed until 
C b I t't' had to win the last match ollege ow compe I on IS on 13 matches were completed. College Bowl 
h d · 1 1 Those against Coastal in order to win t e aca emlc eve. Georgia Tech won the competi-
d et· asL-ed the competition. At the end of 
The college bowl team stuDDed some big lWDe schools In AdaDta. 
stu ents comp mg were .. tion with a record of 10 wins and 
. fr . d" the match the score was 295 for questions om vanous ISCI- 3 losses. Nine wins and four 
I· h L't rature Georgia Tech and 225 for pines suc as: Ie, losses gave the University of 
H· d S . Coastal. The points taken by IstOry, an clence. Alabama and Georgia South-
C I . t . tudent Georgia Tech and Coastal were oasta sen SIX s western a tie for second place. 
t· t th petl' the highest ever to be compiled representa Ives 0 e com - Coastal Carolina College and 
. . Atl t G I'a JI'm by any two teams in College non m an a, eorg. Furman University shared third 
AI& d ( 1 st d' ) Susan bowl competition. All six of lor ,genera u les , place with a record of 8 wins and 
. E I' h) R H . Coastal's bowl team members DaVIS ( ng IS , ay amson 5 losses. 
(pre-med), Jay Leslie (engineer- There were two types of did equally well. 
ing), Butch Varnadore, (english) . k d t Coastal placed third in the 
and Stephen Williams, (marine questions as e : oss.-up qFu.es- competition two years ago. No 
tions and bonus questions. Irst f C I 
science) were Coastal's repre- . d one had heard 0 oasta 
the toss-up questlo~s we~e rea . Carolina before the comoetition 
The student who rats~d hiS hand 
Advisory Group 
sentatives, 
Student 
Formed At Coastal 
By SUSAN DAVIS 
Associate Editor 
comment on good things or 
perhaps air any gripes. Also. we 
want to know if students want a 
course added or deleted or a 
change in courses or sched-
ules. " 
want to stress that we do not 
want this plan to take the place 
of an advisor. Weare hoping 
that our help will give the 
advisor more time for personal 
attention to his students. Also 
we hope that this approach will 
keep the students interested in 
his courses and cut down on the 
drop-out rate." 
[Photo· Doug Smith] 
or after the competition. Thir- Donald Millus, English, Dr.· 
teen colleges now know Coastal Bruno Gujer. History. and Dr. 
Carolina College thanks to John EberWein, Chemistry. The 
Coastal's college bowl team. students defeated the faculty by 
Susan Davis, one of the team a close margin of only. five 
members. said, "I heard a points. 135 to 140. Skinner said, 
student from Emory University "The team and I wish to thank 
say they got skunked by some the faculty members who took 
school called Coastal Carolina." time out from their schedules to 
Coastal's facuIty competed give Coastal's team the practice 
against Coasta\'s bowl team the they appreciate." 
week before the competition in Georgia Tech had a similar 
Atlanta. The faculty members competition between students 
that competed were: Dr. Robert and faculty. Skinner said. "The 
Robinson. philosophy, Dr. Georgia Tech students won the 
Thomas Trout, English, Dr. comoetition by an overwhelm-
ing margin." 
Dr. Paul E. Stanton, dean of 
Academic Affairs. said, "The 
students and faculty of Coastal 
can be proud of the six students 
who went to Atlanta. Georgia 
representing our entire college. 
These six students put Coastal 
on the map and in the minds of 
everyone attending the college 
bowl competition." 
Students now have a liason 
between the faculty and admin-
istration in the Humanities 
division. A student advisory 
committee was recently estab-
lished in this division with each 
program head choosing one 
student to represent the particu-
lar field of study. 
According to Eddie Blizzard. 
committee chairman. the com-
mittee will act for the student. 
"In other words." said Blizzard, 
"the student will have someone 
to contact if he wishes to 
Blizzard added. "The students 
on the committee have familiar-
ized themselves with the cata-
logue. and we hope to help any 
student seeking advice on 
certain courses. Because we 
have already taken many of 
these courses, we believe that 
we can give students insight 
into what they can expect in 
certain courses." 
The committee plans to place a 
suggestion box in the upstairs 
lobby of the Kimbel Library 
building. It is not necessary for 
a student to put his name on any 
suggestion. .. All contacts with 
students will be kept strictly 
confidential," said Blizzard. 
Chanticleer baseball player "Coote~" BWingsley .~aJt throw. [Photo - Foster Fowler] 
Blizzard further stated, "I 
International 
ClubTo Celebrate 
St. Patrick's Day 
By SUSAN DAVIS 
Associate Editor 
You don't have to travel to Ireland to observe St. Patrick's 
Day. You can celebrate right here at Coastal with the 
International Club on Fri.. Mar. J. 
The festivities will begin with a covered dish dinner in Cino's 
at 7 p.m. There will be no admission fee. but dues will be 
collected at the door. Students will pay S1.00, faculty and 
staff-S 1.50. and S2.00 for off-campus members. All 
membership dues will go toward the purchase of beer and wine 
which will be served at the pany. 
Everyone attending the dinner is asked to prepare a dish of 
international origin. However. if anyone is unable to bring food. 
he may pay 51.00 extra at the door. This will be done in order to 
pay for any extra food that will have to be purchased. according 
10 Dr. Subash Saxena. club advisor. 
After dinner members will be entertained by John Farrelly. 
Coastal's soccer coach and a native of Ireland. Farrelly plans to 
play the piano and sing some Irish songs. 
Following the entenainment. Dr. Bruno Gujer will conduct an 
auction. All proceeds from the sale will be donated to the Coastal 
Council for Internationals. 
Saxena said. "Last semester the International Club ho. ted a 
similar occasion. Over 100 people attended. This time we hope to 
have an even larger turn-out." 
Anyone wishing further details may contact Saxena. Gujer. or 
Dr. John Ehl'rwl'in. 
Cast Formed For 'Two Gentlemen' 
Students serving on the com-
mittee are: Blizzard - philosophy 
and religion, Butch Varnadore -
english, Preston McLaurin -
theatre and speech, Mandy Pate 
Hawley - art, Betty Watson -
Music, and Jim Alford - Foreign 
Languages. Dr. John Durrell, 
chairman of humanities, serves 
as an ex-officio member. 
DETERMINATION 
By CAROLYN FLOYD 
A child works with great care 
to build his blocks up high. 
When to the floor they tumble, 
he never once does cry. 
A senior from Myrtle Beach 
High School, Steve Herrington. 
was chosen to play a leading 
role in the Coastal Carolina 
College production of "Two 
Gentlemen of Verona" sched-
uled for this coming April. Last 
year Herrington played the 
rebellious apostle Simon 
Zealotes in the College produc-
tion of "Jesus Christ Super-
star." 
Director Michael Fortner an-
nounced that all thirty roles of 
the modern Shakespearean 
comedy have been cast. The 
"two gentlemen" of Verona are 
actually two young women 
played by Annette Jordan and 
Anne Marie Himmelsbach. Don 
Bindner plays Herrington's 
trouble making side-kick. Pro-
teus. who falls in love with his 
best friend's girl, Silvia. played 
by Joan Squires. Sam Singleton, 
Buz Martin. Preston McLaurin. 
Greg Faison, George Marshall. 
Julette Vickman, and Beth 
Maher make up the complement 
of crazy Elizabethan characters 
who will tell this love story. 
Music director for the show is 
college senior Rhett Davidson 
who wiJl have the strong suppon 
of chorus members Susan 
Crucio. Karen Stroble, Donna 
Edwards. Debbie Smithson, 
Lorna Gentry, Linda Bellamy. 
Mark Youngblood, Lyon Seiple, 
Marcy Featherstun, and Katie 
Edwards. Benji Richardson. 
ano~her senior from Myrtle 
Beach High School, is also in the 
chorus. Ivy Hill is helping with 
the choreography and her 
dancers are Phyllis Fredd. 
Theresa Steele. Kelly Russell, 
Jerry Rowe. and Jim Dozier. 
Expect to see a little dog in the 
show called "Crab" - his real 
name will be Rex Seiple, a nine 
year old actor from Long Bay. 
• 'Two Gentlemen of Verona" 
will be presented at the 
Convention Center April 12-15. 
This rocking musical version of 
Shakespeare's comedy won the 
New York Drama Critics' Circle 
Award and the 1972 Tony 
Awards as the New York 
season's best musical and had a 
triumphant run of 613 perform-
ances on Broadway. 
He laughs a bit, kicks at one, 
and starts to build again. 
He'll not -be "licked" by those 
old blocks ... 
Archeology Seminar To Be Held 
They're not to do him inl 
But what of us. when our towers 
crumble and break down? 
Do we laugh at silly fate, or face 
it with a frown? 
If only like a child we'd be -
when our blocks fail or fall . . . 
We'd learn to pick them up 
again, 
and stack them twice as tall. 
The Fourth Annual Conference 
on South Carolina Archeology 
will be held Saturday, April 15 
at the, USC-Columbia campus. 
The conference in USC's 
Capstone House is sponsored 
jointly by the Archeological 
SoCiety of South Carolina. Inc., 
and the Ipstitute of Archeology 
and Anthropology at USC. The 
event for professional and 
amateur archeologists, histori-Dedicated to my sons Kenny, 
Richard, and David for the joy of ans and other South Carolini-
ans will feature some 25 their never-ending determina- , 
archeologists presenting papers 
~~----------------~ 
concerning the archeological 
results of excavations and 
surveys dating from the earliest 
occupation of the state by man 
to the colonial period. 
Brief reports on research in 
progress will also be presented. 
Color slides will accompany 
most talks, illustrating historic 
and prehistoric artifacts, exca-
vation techniques, and remains 
of ruins. There will be opportu-
nities for the audience to ask 
questions of the archeologists 
regarding their papers and 
areas of research. 
The conference is open to the 
public. Registration is S3 for 
Society members and S5 for 
non-members. An evening ban-
quet will feature Dr. Christo-
pher Peebles of the University 
of Michigan as guest speaker. 
Dr. Robert L. Stephenson of 
the Institute of Archeology and 
Anthropology will present 
., Archeologist of the Year" and 
"Article of the Year" Awards. 
For information contact the 
Institute of Archeology and 
AnthropoJogy. 777-8170. 
'. 
Thursday is 
Margarita Nite. 
$1.00 a drink 
In appreciation for past patronage J there will be no 
cover charge to Coastal students or faculty showing 
10 and age 10 at any time 
ow appear 
E e 
• 
• 
Appearing soon March 20 - April 1 Embers 
April 3 - April 15 Penthouse 
April 17 - April 29 Drifters 
May1-May13 Open 
May 15 - Jlfle 3 Dennis Dean and TOC 
June 5 - JlI1e 17 Embers 
June 19 - July 1 Chainnan of the Board 
July 3 - July 22 Embers 
July 24 - August 5 Spontanes 
August 7 - August 19 Maurice WI iams d the Zodiacs 
August 21 - September 2 Embers 
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Teacher 
Nominations 
Being Accepted 
By SUSAN DAVIS 
Associate Editor 
Coastal students are now being polled for nominees for the 
distinguished teaching award. Eddie Blizzard. chairman of the 
committee that will select the outstanding teacher. stated. 
"Unlike pa t years. the selection will consist of total tudent 
involvement . .. 
Certain criteria has been set down for choosing the best 
teacher. First. students are asked to judge the teach~r's 
interaction in the classroom. In other words. how much and what 
kind of discussion take place in class and how the teachet 
handles the discus~ion. 
Two Coastal profeaon, Glenda Bruton (pletared aeeond to left] aDd James Beaty (pletured second 
from right] reeeive ten year pins .Iped by Gov. Edwards for service to South CarolIna. [Photo • 
courtesy of MecIIa Center] 
Students arc also asked to consider how much the teacher 
motivates and inspires them to pursue further study outside the 
classroom. 
Another area for judging will be how well the teacher can 
communicate in his field. 
Finally. students are asked whether they consider the 
teacher's grading system to be accurate. In addition. they should 
state why. Philosophy And Religion To Hold Colloquim At Coastal Blizzard said. "The number of nominees will be cut SO per 
cent the first week of judging. After careful consideration. the 
distinguished teacher will be chosen from the rema:ning 50 per 
cent." By EDDIE BLIZZARD 
Staff Reporter 
The program of philosophy and 
religion is holding a colloquium 
during the month of March and 
April. Papers will be read on 
various philosophical and theo 
logical topics. The colloquium 
will be held each Wednesday at 
12:00 p.m. in room KL 222. Dr. 
Robert N. Robinson said, 
"Coffee will be served at 12:00 
p.m. The colloquium will begin 
promptly at 12:30." 
The following people wi]) be 
presenting various subjects at 
the colloquium: 
March 1, Robert N. Robinson, 
Ph.D.; March 8, Roy Russell, 
Ph. D., March IS, Ronald 
Lackey, Ph. D. ; March 22, 
James Ponce; April S, Charles 
Dawes; April 12, Gary Ruther-
ford and George Marshall; April 
19, W.E. Blizzard; April 26, Ms. 
Katie Edwards. 
Dr. Robinson and Dr. Russell 
have already presented their 
papers. The next presentation 
will begin by Dr. Ronald Lackey. 
"All students and faculty are 
invited to share in this experi-
ence" Dr. Robinson added. 
The outstanding teacher. as well as the runner-up. will be 
honored at the annual banquet and will receive a troph. at that 
time. The division to which the teacher belongs will be given a 
5250 scholarship. 
The recipient of Coastal's distinguished teaching award will 
later travel to Columbia to compete for the Amoco Outstanding 
Teaching Award. The winner ofthis title will be awarded 51.000. 
St. Patrick's Day Is Festive Event --_.;!,~:. l t~~~··-..... rl!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!W 
• ( . • -.:r' I II Bli,~z~rd added. "Any student who has not been polled and 
By SUSAN COOKE ADS P A Yn! '\ o·.! J hke to submit a nomination ma.v contact me at Ext. _'29." 
Irish "good-luck charm," says _ .• ~~ ~p~~bahlgp~~ fiootball I d·h ~~~~~~~~~~~~~======================~ On St. Patrick's Day, do as ' p aye Wit a soccerl 
the Irish do. · 1n Ireland, St. night. • ball. 
Patrick's Day is of course, a St. Patrick's Day is also a day What is it all about: St. 
national holiday. It is celebrated of athletic competition. A game Patrick came to Ireland in the 
with parades, and , bag pipes. called hurling is played along yer 432 B.C. He brought 
And, yes, there are parties. Dr. with galic football. Galic football Christianity to a land of pagans. 
Joh!l Farrelly, Coastal's own is a unique Irish version of Although he has been "taken 
.. -------------.-----------... off..tbe list of Saints," he is still 
Athletic Officer 
Named At USC 
James A. Morris, a former dean of the College of Business 
Administration and a former vice president of the AtJanatic 
Coast Conference, has been named vice president for athletic 
affairs at the University of South Carolina. 
Dr. James B. Holderman, president of USC, announced the 
appointment at a March 1 press conference. The position is one 
proposed by Holderman in The Carolina Plan, his five-year 
prospectus for the nine-campus university system. 
The new vice president will be in charge of coordinating 
intercollegiate athletics for the university system. including the 
major sports programs at the Columbia campus. 
The athletic director, associate athletic director, athletic 
business manager and director of the Gamecock Club will report 
to the new vice president. Morris will be responsible for athletic 
budgets and planning. 
Holderman said the new role wil1 be a developing one, which 
will shape and be shaped by the growth of intercollegiate athletic 
programs at the campuses of USC. Most have intercollegiate 
athletics and there is a growing emphasis on women's athletics. 
"The growth of some programs, particularly in the field of 
women's sports, makes it imperative that proper support be 
accorded a total program of athletics," Holderman said. 
He said that success of athletic and academic programs at USC 
"need not be divisible. We want to achieve excellence in both. 
We believe that a great University helps build great athletic 
teams and great athletic teams help build a great University." 
celebrated. 
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Advertising only works for you when 
people see it - and then buy. 
And your ad. whether it's display or classified. is read 
by more than 26,000 every week. All over Horry County. 
That's why we say: "People buy newspapers to read· 
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Morris, 59, of Columbia. formerly was vice president for 
advanced studies and research and dean of the College of 
Business Administration at USC. He served as chairman of the 
Faculty Athletic Committee, was the University's representative 
to the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA), and 
secretary-treaSurer and vice president of the Atlantic Coast 
Conference. He was acting athletic director at USC between 
Marvin Bass and Paul Dielzel. 
ICaI T. Free l ..... m·9750) fi 
__ 1_61_4_T_W_._NekII ___ ..... ____ ... ..... __________ .~ ~- : ~~ _________ -' 
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~. 
The response to WTGR's recent progra ........... ~ 
was tremendous. Your input to 0 r progra .... j~ •• II~ 
. welc~m~ and is certa nlyappreciated . 
. . W~ at WTGR will continue to be yo r ~.~. e e . 
ce e , 
I 
~ 
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-Looking At 
Coastal News 
STUDENT INSURANCE AVAILABLE 
The Student Government Association (SGA) urges all students 
to take advantage of the inexpensive accident and sickness 
insurance available to Coastal students. Beginning with the 
current academic year students may purchase the insurance at 
any time of the year on a pro· rated basis. Previously the 
premium could be paid only at registration. 
SGA instructs all students to contact their representatives or 
the Student Development Office for applications and rates. 
Pro· rated premium rates to be charged for late enrollees. 
Student 
H Enrolling . Student Spouse Student 
Between Student & Spouse & ChUdren & Children 
2-16-78 & 3-22-78 $23.10 $56.10 $92.10 $59.10 
3-23-78 & 4-22-78 19.25 46.75 76.75 49.25 
4-23-78 & 5-22-78 15.40 37.40 61.40 39.40 
5-23-78 - 6-22-78 11.55 28.05 46.05 29.55 
6-23-78 & 7-22-78 7.70 18.70 30.70 19.70 
7-23-78 & 8-22-78 3.85 9.35 15.35 9.85 
(Coverage begins on date premium is received and ends on 
August 23, 1978.) 
DORMITORIES? CONTACf STUDENT DEVELOPMENT 
The office of student development is interested in determining 
how many students would like to be housed in the on·campus 
residence facility proposed by private develupers. The facility 
could provide housing by this fall, if enough students sign up 
showing they are interested in the project. The sign·up sheet is 
located in the office of student development. For those who are 
not informed about the proposal. it will house both two and four 
students to a room for the price of $540 each a semester. Each 
apartment has central air·conditioning. kitchenettes. range. 
oven, refrigerator. dishwasher. garbage disposal. private bath 
facilities, and a coin operated laundry on each hall. All utilities 
are included in the price of the rent. If built, it will be located 
within ten minutes walking distance of the campus, directly 
behind the Administration Building. An indication of demand is 
needed before the final decision is made. Signing up does not 
obligate the student to live in the dorm. 
APPUCATIONS FOR SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE 
The Coastal Scholarship Committee will award a limited 
number of academic scholarships for the 1978-79 academic year. 
The scholarship normally covers tuition for the year and are 
based on academic merit. Eligible students are urged to submit 
applications which may be obtained in the Financial Aid Office. 
MY 
BROTHERS 
TAVERN 
1704 Highway 17 South 
Myrtle Beach, SC 29577 
448-8740 
Draught 
Beer 
25 cents 
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$1.00 
Pitcher 
Everyday from 
lOAM til 7 PM 
I 
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oinusfor 
a pizza at 
Joe's 
.~ ~ .~~~ ~;§ ~~ 
QJ(;j 248-2961 
~ inConway 
on the South 
side of the 
Coastal Mall 
Open 10-9 
everyday 
3-10 Sunday 
Hot Subs 
Dinners 
Pizza 
Spaghetti 
Sauce to go 
'fry Joe's Special 
Spaghetti and 
Meatballs 
Order a pizza 
with everything 
(5.75) and get a 
FREE Coke 
with this ad. 
Orders of 10 or 
more delivered 
free. 
JoeYozzo-
Owner, Manager 
Does your 
advertising budget 
look like this? 
Vacationer's Guides 
It Should! 
That's how your customers 
get the_r information. 
When the prestigious marketing firm of Lyles, Bissett, Carlisle 
& Wolff was hired by the city of Myrtle Beach to survey the 
Myrtle Beach area and asked this question, "Which sources of 
information' are most useful to you in choosing a place of lodging, 
shopping, dining or amusement while visiting Myrtle Beach?" 
- - a great many of the tourists responded that they depended on 
paid media sources of information. The most important paid 
media sources of information, in order of preference were: 
Vacationer's Guide 
Billboards 
Newspapers 
Radio & Television 
56.1% 
17.4% 
16.6% 
9.9% 
•...... it is clearly obvious that the great majority of tourists in the 
1977 sun:ev considered .vacationers guides such as COAST 
MagazillP to be more informative than all ofthe other paid media 
sources combined. "lBC&W Consliltant~ . 
The Vacationer's Guide·· 
th~ news and information mpdia for \ aCdtionprc, . 
To gt>1 your shart> of Iht> S825 million \a( allon markf'1. 
call our marketing and ad\f'rIIsing dt>partmpnlloday-449·7121 449·5415 449·3076 
